


#1500

Yesterday, #1500 was published!



#1000

#1000 was published on Jan 6, 2012:



Ask wikipedia!

Comics Comics is a medium used to express ideas via images, often
combined with text or other visual information.

Caricature A caricature is a rendered image showing the features of its
subject in a simplified or exaggerated way.

Novel A novel is a long narrative, normally in prose, which describes
fictional characters and events, usually in the form of a sequential
story.



How to read a webcomic



xkcd and its creator
Randall Munroe (* Oct 17, 1984)

Who are you? “I’m a CNU graduate with a degree [BS ’06] in physics. Before
starting xkcd, I worked on robots at NASA’s Langley Research Center in Virginia.
As of June 2007 I live in [Somerville,] Massachusetts.”
“What does XKCD stand for? It’s not actually an acronym. It’s just a word
with no phonetic pronunciation – a treasured and carefully-guarded point in the
space of four-character strings.”
The New Yorker interview, 2008: “It’s about three-fourths autobiographical. [...]
Now I spend most of my time drawing pictures and looking at funny things on the
Internet, which in retrospect is largely what I did at my old job, too. Maybe
that’s why they kicked me out.”
“What else do you do? [...] Host a gallery of photos inspired by comic #249.”



#249



#249

From The New Yorker interview: “I know I should be used to it, but I keep being
surprised seeing the ideas in the comic leak out into real life. It’s tempting to just
write a comic called “EVERYONE MAIL RANDALL MUNROE TWENTY
BUCKS” – maybe it would work [...].”
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From The New Yorker interview: “I know I should be used to it, but I keep being
surprised seeing the ideas in the comic leak out into real life. It’s tempting to just
write a comic called “EVERYONE MAIL RANDALL MUNROE TWENTY
BUCKS” – maybe it would work [...].”



Asteroid



#1–#3: Some history

“Where did all this start? I was going through old math/sketching graph
paper notebooks and [...] started scanning pages. I took the more comic-y ones
and put them up on a server I was testing out, and got a bunch of readers [...]. I
started drawing more seriously, gained a lot more readers, [...] and am currently
[...] drawing this comic full-time. It’s immensely fun and I really appreciate y’all’s
support.”



#5: First mathematical sketch



Style development
The emancipation of the stick figure



Types of comics – no persons



Types of comics – no interactions



Types of comics – interactions without words



Types of comics – classic interactions



Extra for our astrophysics friends
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References (#724 & #888)



A science classic (#435)



Politics (#285)

Mouse-hover text: “Themistocles said his infant son ruled all Greece – ”Athens rules all

Greece; I control Athens; my wife controls me; and my infant son controls her.” Thus,

nowadays the world is controlled by whoever buys advertising time on Dora the Explorer.”



Politics (#1005)
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Interactive comics

http://xkcd.com/now

http://xkcd.com/now


Interactive comics

http://xkcd.com/1110/

(165888 by 79822 px)

http://xkcd.com/1110/


Explain xkcd



Explain xkcd



Data overview plots



Minard’s losses of Napoleon’s army

Charles Joseph Minard (1781–1870) – French civil engineer and information
graphics pioneer



Comic style statistics



What if?

Weekly blog with Munroe answering questions apparently posed by readers. He
“takes the question beyond the original scope likely intended by the reader and
takes it to some extreme for humorous effect.” (explainxkcd.com)
What if? was published as a book on September 2, 2014.



What if?
I What would happen if you tried to hit a baseball pitched at 90% the speed of light?
I How much Force power can Yoda output?
I What would happen if you were to gather a mole (unit of measurement) of moles (the

small furry critter) in one place?
I What if there was a robot apocalypse? How long would humanity last?
I What if a glass of water was, all of a sudden, literally half empty?
I Is there enough energy to move the entire current human population off-planet?
I What would happen if everyone on earth stood as close to each other as they could and

jumped, everyone landing on the ground at the same instant?
I What if everyone actually had only one soul mate, a random person somewhere in the

world?
I What would the world be like if the land masses were spread out the same way as now -

only rotated by an angle of 90 degrees?
I If you went outside and lay down on your back with your mouth open, how long would

you have to wait until a bird pooped in it?
I What if a rainstorm dropped all of its water in a single giant drop?
I If every person on Earth aimed a laser pointer at the Moon at the same time, would it

change color?
I In Armageddon, a NASA guy comments that a plan to shoot a laser at the asteroid is

like “shooting a b.b. gun at a freight train.” What would it take to stop an
out-of-control freight train using only b.b. guns?

I If you carry a penny in your coin tray, how long would it take for that penny to cost you
more than a cent in extra gas?

I The story of the three wise men got me wondering: What if you did walk towards a star
at a fixed speed? What path would you trace on the Earth? Does it converge to a fixed
cycle?

I From what height would you need to drop a steak for it to be cooked when it hit the
ground?

I What would happen if you tried to fly a normal Earth airplane above different Solar
System bodies?

I When - if ever - will the bandwidth of the Internet surpass that of FedEx?
I If the Hubble telescope were aimed at the Earth, how detailed would the images be?
I How much would the sea level fall if every ship were removed all at once from the

Earth’s waters?
I ... [132 posts as of Mar 17, 2015]



What if? #6

What if a glass of water was, all of a sudden, literally half empty?
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#1294



Thank you!


